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Atalanta Prototype Acquired by Cowes Classic Boat Museum
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Oops, we've run aground and can't get to where you want.
The Navigator offers his profuse apologies. 
Must be GPS signal failure or the buoy you were looking for has sunk. 
(Can't be the Navigator's fault of course....)


None of which helps you.

You can either try accessing what you were looking for again from one of our website Waypoints (right) or let the Webmaster know and he'll fix it.

 Website WaypointsAbout - about us and what's available on the website
 Designs - why the boats are special
 Registers - lists of the boats and their individual histories
 Reference - original drawings, advice, articles, books +
 Blogs & Forums - join in the discussions
 The AOA - events, people, trophies
 Images - photos and videos





We really are very sorry for disappointing you in this instance. Please don't let it influence your opinion of the boats or the AOA, but feel free to lambaste the Webmaster.
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Formed in 1958 the Atalanta Owners Association primary aims are to maintain a register of the Fairey Marine yachts and to promote and support their use and maintenance.  The yachts are the Atalanta 26 and her sisters the Titania, Atalanta 31, Fulmar and Fisherman motorsailer.
 These classic yachts are practical and equally at home exploring the lakes, creeks and rivers or crossing oceans.

Forums
	  AOA Forum 

Website Feedback
We are grateful for feedback on aspects of the website which are not working, additions you would like, or even things you like!
Contact Us / Comment
Get in touch or comment on Atalantas and the website using this form

The Small Print
Website Terms and Conditions
AOA Website Privacy Policy 
Association Rules
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